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1 The explanation of the digital self-scan reflection instrument 

  

Target groups 

This digital self-scan can be completed by both school leaders and the entire 

team of a school. In this way, the answers can be compared from different 

perspectives (management, policy support staff, teachers, support staff, ...). 

This self-scan provides a picture of the perception of the current situation for 

the different components of the "Leadership for Learning" framework. 

 

"Leadership for Learning” framework  

In the digital self-scan it is clearly indicated to which of the 5 pillars (criteria) an 

indicator (question) connects. In total the digital self-scan consists of 5 parts in 

which an assessment is made of different indicators per pillar. A score of 1 

(lowest) to 10 (highest) is used to indicate the extent to which an indicator is 

met. In addition, you are asked to indicate how your score is reflected in your 

school. At the end of each pillar (criterion), we ask you to formulate strengths 

and challenges based on the given scores. You can start filling in the self-scan 

via this link: self-scan reflection instrument.  

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=G4Y45tkV5k2mXbSHia4fCBKLMiCMv1xNvk9a5PSturhUMEZGMDM1RkwwS1lGUjFTM0pKMjQ5OFdESC4u
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Programme 

The digital self-scan is made with Microsoft Forms. This programme allows you 

to duplicate an existing survey, easily edit it, share the questionnaire and 

interpret the answers. 

 

2 Duplicating and editing the self-scan 
If you are planning to use the self-sDcan for a team of colleagues and want to get a clear overview of the current state with regard to the 5 pillars of the 

"Leadership for Learning" framework, it is best to duplicate the existing self-scan. That way you are the administrator and you get a good overview of the 

answers. You can use the self-scan in its original form, but you can also add questions if you want to link the self-scan to questions on other topics. Below, 

we provide you with the necessary information on how to do this. 

 

Duplicating the digital self-scan 

Through the following link you can access the digital self-scan: duplicate 

self-scan reflection instrument. You are the administrator of the 

duplicated version and you can edit it yourself.. 

 Editing the self-scan 

You can use the self-scan in its original version, but you can also edit it 

by adding questions. You do this by clicking on '+ Insert new'. When 

adding new questions, you have the option to set them as 'required' and 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=G4Y45tkV5k2mXbSHia4fCBKLMiCMv1xNvk9a5PSturhUMEZGMDM1RkwwS1lGUjFTM0pKMjQ5OFdESC4u&sharetoken=dvXTXppqJygtosteIb5X
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=G4Y45tkV5k2mXbSHia4fCBKLMiCMv1xNvk9a5PSturhUMEZGMDM1RkwwS1lGUjFTM0pKMjQ5OFdESC4u&sharetoken=dvXTXppqJygtosteIb5X
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therefore mandatory. In addition, there are various types of questions 

(open questions, scoring, multiple choice,...) that can be added.  

If, as a school, you want to compare the estimation of the indicators 

from different target groups, you should certainly add a question where 

the respondent can indicate from which role (management, teacher, 

care coordinator,...) he/she fills this in. 

 

Open the self-scan 

Ready to send out the self-scan to the team? Check the 'settings' button 

to see if the self-scan is open for responses. You can also set a start and 

end date and indicate whether respondents should receive an e-mail 

confirmation of their answers.  

Would you like to read it again? Choose the option 'print form' in the 

three dots next to 'collect answers'. You will receive a handy readable 

pdf of your self-scan. 
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3 Sharing the self-scan 
 

 

 

Send 

Select the "collect responses" button at the top right. 

 

Email or share a link 

You now have several options 

• You can send the quick scan directly to the e-mail addresses of the people you 
want to invite to fill in the survey.  

• You can request a link which you can distribute. 

• You can generate a qr-code that you can distribute. 

 

Number of answers 

Please check regularly how many answers have been received. You can do this via the 

"answers" button. 
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4 Consult the answers 
 

 

Overview with diagrams 

Forms offers several possibilities to collect the answers. If you just click on the 

'answers' button, the programme offers you an overview of the results. For closed 

questions, you get charts. For the open questions, you get a summary of the answers. 

 

 

 

 

Excel file  

If you choose "open in Excel" for the answers, the programme will generate an Excel 

file with the answers per respondent. This is useful if, for example, you have chosen to 

compare the estimation of the indicators of different target groups. This comparison 

can easily be done in Excel by filtering the answers to the different target groups. 

 

5 Interpreting the answers 
The results of the self-scan are purely descriptive. Therefore, be careful when moving to interpretation.  
 
Some suggestions and guiding questions when interpreting the results: 

• Which results did you expect? Which are surprising?  

• Compare the answers from the different target groups (management, policy supporters, teachers,...). What similarities and differences emerge 

between the target groups?  
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• Compare the answers of the different target groups (principals, policy supporters, teachers,...) with the vision of the school. Which answers are 

in line with the vision? For which target groups or pillars of the "Leadership for Learning" framework is more vision alignment desirable?  

• For which pillars and indicators is your school strong? On which pillars and indicators should your school focus further?  

• Formulate some action points based on the results of the self-scan.  

 

 


